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Abstract 

Résumé 

The pursuit of sustainable fisheries requires a broad vision of fishery science - as the scientilic study 
of fishery systems. This irnplies the incorporation into fishery science of research on fishery management, 
fishing processes, fi shcr bchaviour and the human dynamics of fishery systerns. Such rcscarch requires 
(a) more extensive rnultidisciplinary linkages, with an increased role for cconomic and social science 
research, and (b) more day-to-day linkages between people, namely thosc involved in fishery science and 
in managcmcnt, together with fishery stakeholders. This paper rcvicws potential directions for fisheries 
rcsearch, and suggests a corresponding range of multidisciplinary research priorities, focused on analysis 
of: (a) the fishery management system, at both strategic and operational levels, (b) fisher behaviour and 
response to regulations, (c) "human dynamics" in fisheries, and (d) fishery systems modelling. 

Keywords: Fishery systems, rnultidisciplinary approaches, fishery management systcm, hurnan dynamics, 
fishery science, fishcr behaviour, fishery systems modelling. 

iu science halieutique: l'étude des systèmes « pêche ». 

La poursuite de l'exploitation durable des pêcheries nécessite une vision élargie de la science halieutique 
- conçue comme l'étude scientifique des systèmes de pêche. Cela suppose la prise en compte dans 
l'halieutique de recherche sur la gestion des pêches, les techniques de pêche, les comportements des 
pêcheurs et les dynamiques sociales afférentes au système pêche. De telles recherches nécessitent à leur 
tour (a) un élargissement des liens entre les disciplines, où l'économie et les sciences sociales doivent tenir 
un rôle accru, et (b) davantage de relations au quotidien entre les acteurs, en particulier ceux impliqués 
dans l'ensemble des recherches halieutiques, les responsables de la gestion, ensemble avec les acteurs 
économiques du système productif. Cet article présente quelques orientations possibles pour la recherche , 

halieutique, et suggère par rapport i celles-ci quelques priorités de recherche devant être développées en 
multidisciplinanté, portant sur l'analyse: (a) du système de régulation des pêcheries, à la fois au niveau 
stratégique et opérationnel, (b) des comportements des pêcheurs et leurs réponses face aux modes de 
régulation mis en place, (c) « les dynamiques humaines >> dans les pêches, et (d) la modélisation des 
systèmes halieutiques. 

Mots-clés : Système halieutique, approche multidisciplinaire, système de gestion des pêches, dynamique 
humaine, recherche halieutique, comportement des acteurs, modélisation des systèmes halieutiques. 
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Fishery science and fishery systems 

institutionalized with the formation of the Fishermen 
and Scientists Research Society, an organization 
dedicated to conducting joint research and providing 
scientific training to fishers (King et al., 1994). 

Research priorities 

"lt  is important rhat a real move he made t0ward.s 
un ecosystem approach to ji.sherie.s management. The 
various bits and piecvs ($ ecological knowlcdge must 
be rejlected in a hetter uaderstunding c$ the whole 
system. Thinking in terrrzs cf whole ecosystein must 
hecorne an essential arzd integral part (if day-to- 
day activities, not just for Science, but within the 
Department cg Fisheries and Oceans generully. " 
(FRCC, 1994: p. 118) 

"It is important that scientists study j.shing 
scientijically as a system and strive to better understand 
the relationship hetween j s h  (resource) and jshing 
(fishing practices, gear technology, c a p a c i ~  analysis, 
etc.). This must rejlect the recognition that jifishery 
science invo1ve.s more rhan the natuml sciences and 
rhat scientiJic research is a part o$ the development, 
implementation and evaluution of jshery  management 
measures and e(.ont>mic policy too1.s." (FRCC, 1994: 
p. 118) 

Thesc two priority areas both involve a combination 
of disciplines. In the former case, the linkage may be 
most important between biology and oceanography 
(although certainly human sciences are also needed, 
since humans are part of the ecosystem). In thc latter, 
where attention will be focused in the remainder of the 
paper, the key is a combination of biology, economics 
and social research. 

It is worth noting that in combining the latter 
disciplines, the two subthemes of bio-cconomics 
and socioeconomics are of importance. Bioeconomic 
modelling is the combination of population dynamics 
and economics within a quantitative framework ( c g .  
Clark 1976, 1985), while fishery socioeconomics 
research has been more qualitative, linking social 
research (on such topics as distribution of income, 
work satisfaction and community welfare) with 
economic themes such as labour processes, costs and 
eamings (Charles, 1988; Charles et al., 1994). The 
first of these areas, bioeconomics, has become popular 
as a relatively straightfonvard means for biologists 
to incorporate economics into their analyses. On 
the other hand, socioeconomics has received little 
attention within fishery science - although this is 
likely to change as more integrated approaches emerge, 
and efforts are made (as will be discussed below) 
to develop quantitative fishery models incorporating 
socioeconomics. 

MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH THEMES 

Many research themes cal1 out for a multidisci- 
plinary and integrated approach, involving biological, 

cconomic, social and institutional analysis. For an 
extensive revicw of these themes in the context of 
fishery rcsearch worldwide, with a focus on small- 
scale fisheries, see the conference volumes of Durand 
et al. (1991). In this section, several such themes are 
described, highlighting research questions on fisheries 
management, fisher behaviour, human dynamics, and 
fishery systems modelling. 

Fishery management: strategic choices 

The tirst stcp in fishery rnanagcment is the 
"stratcgic" choice of an overall framework. This leads 
to several basic questions rcquiring a broad integrated 
view of tishery science: 

What factors affect the choice of, or natural 
evolution of, an ovcrall fishery management system? 
For example, consider the diffcrences between 
management systems for lobster and groundfish 
fisheries in Atlantic Canada. The former exploits 
a basically sedentary species, with relatively clear 
geographical boundaries between fishing zones of 
ncighbouring communities, and with a tradition 
of local-level self-regulation through input (effort) 
control. On the other hand, groundfish are relatively 
migratory and the fishery is more sector-based 
than community-based. This has implications for the 
feasibility of management initiatives. For examplc, 
while those in the mobile groundfish trawler flect tend 
to support their management system based on output 
control (ITQs), the idea of imposing such a system in 
the lobster fishery is met by strong opposition - for 
example: "There has been a rumour in the past year 
of putting lobsters on a quota system which we are 
STRONGLY AGAINST. We feel the lobster industry 
is more easily regulated by effort controls ..." (Nash, 
1995). 

Related to the above, what factors make a 
management system acceptable to the various fishery 
participants, so they will "buy into" conservation 
and management? How can mechanisms be designed 
to involve stakeholders in decision making while 
simultaneously meeting legislated requirements for 
resource conservation? 

What are the implications of having management 
on a centralized or on a decentralized basis? Does 
this decision differ between small-scale community- 
centred fisheries and more "industrial" fisheries, which 
lack a community base? 

What are the implications of sector-based vs. 
community-based fishery management, i.e. managing 
components of the resource users, regardless of 
location (cg. "those fishers who use fixed gear") or 
managing geographically, drawing on non-fishers as 
well as fishers ( c g .  "those stakeholders in Southwest 
Nova Scotia")? 

What are the implications of placing fishery 
management in the hands of government (in pursuit 
of societal objectives), entirely privatized (and thus 
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driven by private objectives), or based on an 
intermediate "property rights" or "co-management" 
scheme? 

What arc the conservation, management and 
enforcement impacts of the three principal propcrty 
rights options (Berkes, 1989): statc property (collective 
resource owncrship, pursuing societal objectives), 
market-based property (e.g. individual transferable 
quotas), and con~munity-based propcrty (fishers and/or 
communities rcgulating themselves on a collective 
basis)'! 

Fishery management: operational choices 

On an operational Icvcl, medium-terni dccisionï 
typically involve the selection of direct management 
measures, which might be described in the following 
typology of control: 

Input Controls Outputs Controls Controls On tiish 
(Effort) (Catch) Characteristics 

Fishing Effort Total Allowable Fishing 1,ocation 
(# of Boats) Catch ('TAC) (Spawning Ciround\) 

Fishing Effort Individual Quotas Fiihing Seaion 
(CapacityIBoat) 

Fi\hing AredBoat Cornmunity Quotas Gear Type 
(r.g. TURI:$) 

Rescarch involving scientific and management 
considerations might focus on the stages involvcd in 
opcrational management: 

As a first stcp, what are the conservation and 
manageability implications of cach of input-based and 
output-based controls (limiting fishing effort or catch, 
respectively)? 

Sccondly, what are the impacts of spccific control 
measures, such as total allowable catches (TAC'S), 
escapement targets, closed arcas or seasons, and mesh 
size restrictions? 

Thirdly, what are the desircd levels of the chosen 
control measures - such as choiccs of this year's 
TAC (e.g. for cod), this year's carapace size (e.g. 
for lobster), or this year's cscapement target (e.g. for 
salmon)? 

Finally, what would bc the feasibility and 
effectivcness of indirect controls, such as royalties 
or landings taxes, to indirectly induce "desirablc" 
behaviour by fishers? 

Fisher behaviour: response to regulation 

Surely one of the most fundamental lessons 
of fishery management is this: fishers respond to 
regulations. In recent years, it has bccn realized 
that good fishery management requires not only the 
setting and enforcing of regulations, but also the 
ability to predict fisher response to these regulations. 

As Hilborn and Walters (1992; p. 104) point out, 
an absence of the latter "has led to management 
strategies and regulatory schemes that ignore the 
dynamic responses of fishermen to changes in stock 
size and to management itself. These responses can 
dampen or even reverse the intended effects of 
regulation ...". The first step in this process lies in 
examining the objcctives, behaviour and dcci\ion 
making mechanisms of thosc involved (Bailey et 
al., 1986; Healey, 1984; Lamson and Hanson, 1984; 
McCay, 1980; Opaluch and Bockstael, 1984; Wilcn, 
1979). This is followed by studies of behavioral 
responsc to specific control measures, and to law 
enforcement approachcs in general. 

Respon.re to input controls. A numbcr of examples 
from Canada's Atlantic tisheries illustrate the rolc of 
fisher response. For cxamplc, in the groundfishery, 
restrictions on vessel length, designed to limit capacity 
expansion, wcre met with the logical development of 
a wider vessel, so that capacity cxpanded nonetheless. 
Similarly, increases in the minimum legal mcsh size 
on trawlers have led to increases in the use of other 
unregulated inputs, such as timc spent fishing and the 
location of fishing. In the Canadian lobstcr fishery, 
limitations on the number of traps allowed per fishcr 
induccd changes in other inputs; this has led in some 
cases to incrcased use of labour (perhaps hauling 
traps more frequently), or a change in the location 
of fishing (with increased effort on ol'fshore areas, 
which prcviously had been subject to low Icvels of 
exploitation). 

Response to output control~. TWO general principles 
seem to apply with respect to output controls. First, 
any regulatory measurc that implies the illegality or 
nonfeasibility of the catch mix (in tcrms of species, 
fish sizcs or fish locations) available to the fisher 
creates an incentivc to change that catch mix (legally 
or illegally). Second, the incentive to exceed catch 
controls riscs as the controls are placed on a more and 
more individual basis, i.e. from global TACS, to scctor 
quotas (e.g. a quota for "fixed gcar vcssels of 45-65 
feet in length"), to individual quotas or trip limits. 
It appears in particular that dumping and discarding 
(whether this be lower-valued small fish of a target 
species, or unwanted fish of a different species) are 
particularly serious activitics under ITQs or trip limits. 

Eïshery luw enforcement. The very "raison d'être" 
for fishery law cnforcement lies in the reali~ation 
that illegal fishing is a common response to 
a rcgulalory framework designed to limit tishing 
activities. Convcrsely, the effectiveness of fishery 
enforcement could be improved if the design of 
regulations were based on a concrcte approach to 
predicting the resulting fisher response (cg. Charles, 
1993; Furlong, 1991; Sutinen and Andersen, 1985; 
Sutinen et al., 1990). Howevcr, the topic deserves 
more attention than it has received to date, particularly 
as it becomes apparent that illegal fishing and 
misreporting of catch levels have caused serious errors 
in stock assessrnent and management (for example, in 
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Atlantic Canadian groundfisheries, see Angel et al., 
1994). 

Human dynamics 

An understanding of how fishing fleets, fishing 
effort, labour and capital change over time is essential 
to the study of fishery systems, their management and 
conservation. 

Fleet Dynamics. One approach to fishery dynamics 
began with the classic work of Smith (1968), who 
modelled thc joint dynamics of a fish population 
and fishing effort. This work sought to address the 
question of how fishers as a whole will Vary effort 
over time, in response to economic conditions (profit 
levels, relative to opportunity costs). A second, more 
recent approach involves studies to better understand 
where and when fishers choosc to operate; as Hilborn 
and Walters (1992) note, "it is foolish to study only 
the prey in the predator-prey system ... it is equally 
important to monitor and understand basic processes 
that detcrmine the dynamics of the predator - the 
fishermen". 

h b o u r  dynamics. Terkla et al. (1985) argue 
that in fishery systems, "understanding labour 
adjustment processes is likely to be crucial for 
implementing efficient and equitable management 
policy". Therc is considerable potential to accomplish 
this through a combination of socioeconomic analysis 
and quantitative modelling; see, for example, the 
empirical study by Panayotou and Panayotou (1986) 
on labour dynamics in Thailand fisheries. Modelling 
methods, based on a combination of bioeconomics and 
socioeconomics, will be discusscd below. 

Capital dynamic~ and upacity expansion. The 
phenornena of capacity expansion provides an 
excellent example of the need for a multidisciplinary 
view of fishery science; in the past, with fishery 
research focused on the fish, and economists focused 
on short-term problem solving, the dynamics of 
"behind the scenes" capacity expansion were not fully 
studied. Perhaps the most intriguing situation arises 
when apparent success in conservation leads to an 
initial increase in a fomerly depleted fish stock. This 
induces increased fishing effort, temporary above- 
normal profits, and increased investment, driven by 
the incentive of fishers to increase their share of 
fishery revenues. Accordingly, overall costs rise, rents 
dissipate, and political pressure mounts to allow even 
greater harvest levels, to maintain incomes. Since the 
fish stock has been "re-built", greater effort is possible 
for some time, without excessive depletion, thereby 
lulling the industry and the govemment into a false 
sense of security - until the expansion reaches a point 
where the stock declines and a "crisis" sets in. 

This phenomenon has become well-known, having 
occurred in many fisheries of the world, includ- 
ing Canada's Pacific salmon fishery and Atlantic 
groundfish fishery (see, for example, Parsons, 1993). 

However, the quantitative dynamics of capacity 
expansion are relatively unstudied, so that there 
remains considerable need for further research - 
perhaps along the lines of empirical examples on fisher 
investment dynamics, such as Lane (1988) on trollers 
in the British Columbia salmon fishery, and Tettey and 
Griffin (1984) on investment patterns for American 
shrimp fisheries in the Gulf of Mexico. 

Modelling the fishery system 

While separate biological and economic analyses of 
fisheries have a lengthy history (e.g. Warming, 191 l), 
efforts to devclop integrated studies combining these 
aspects date from the middle of the 20th century ( e . ~ .  
Schaefer 1957). This progressed further into dynamic 
analysis in the late 1960's, notably with the models 
of Smith (1968). 

Binecnnomic models. Dynamic modelling proceeded 
with development of "bioeconomic" models, notably 
by Clark (1976, 1985). These have captured 
considerable interest amongst both fishery biologists 
and fishery economists, since the approach is a 
natural one: link biological concepts (population 
dynamics, fish growth, etc.) and economic ones 
(such as profit functions, supply and demand), 
using mathematical modelling as a "glue". From a 
methodological perspective, bioeconomic modelling 
has enabled researchers to develop analyses with 
considerable intuitive appeal, capturing the dynamics 
of both fish and fleets. It has also provided a language 
which can help bridge the gap between biologists and 
economists working on common projects. 

To date, the success of bioeconomic modelling has 
been largely as a conceptual tool, providing theoretical 
insights into the dynamic operation and management 
of fisheries. However, there is considerable potential 
to utilize the approach on case studies using simulation 
modelling (e.g. with FAO's BEAM IV software). 

Bio-socio-economic models. The key idea of bio- 
socio-economic modelling lies in combining, within 
an integrated, systematic framework, the quantitative 
approach of bioeconomic fishery modelling with 
the themes arising within fishery socioeconomics. 
Emphasis is placed on analyzing the human dynamics 
of fishers and fishing communities, based on predicted 
responses to changing fishery and external conditions; 
this contrasts with the more usual focus on dynamics 
of fishing vessels or hypothetical "fishing firms". 
The approach also explicitly incorporates the multiple 
objectives of society and of the fishery participants. 
Examples include the empirical simulation modelling 
work of Krauthamer et al. (1987) and the theoretical 
optimization study of Charles (1989), the latter 
involving analysis of joint fish and labour dynamics 
in a fishery system. 

The bio-socio-economic framework serves to 
highlight the key information requirements needed to 
undertake integrated fishery studies (see, for example, 
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Sivasubramaniam, 1993). In particular, to "fit" bio- 
socio-economic models, one needs time series of data 
not alwavs associated with the fisherv itsclf - such as 
that on labour forces, labour participation rates and 
fishing community populations ( e . ~ .  Copes, 1983) - 
as well as the more usual data on fish stock dynamics 
and economic parameters. 

0therji.rhery munugemerlt rnodels. Complemcnting 
the bioeconomic and bio-socio-economic approaches 
are other related methods to explore fishery policy 
options in light of management objectives and system 
bchaviour. For example, operations research provides 
a range of methods from lincar programming to 
risk analysis (e.g. Rodrigues, 1990), while "adaptivc 
environmental a\scssmcnt" ( e . ~ .  Walters, 1986) is a 
participatory process of computcr simulation, used to 
study the effects of proposed management options 
on social, cconomic and biological indicators. While 
most such approaches focus on modclling the impacts 
of imposed management measures on the fishery, 
it is also important to understand how management 
agencies themselves interact with the fishing industry 
(e.g. Anderson, 1987). Within this context, the 
regulatory system (including scientific research, 
fishery managers, and the legislative framework) 
rcprescnts one part of a dynamic system alongside 
the fish, the fishers and the fishing communities. 

This papcr calls for a vision of fishery science as the 
inherently-multidisciplinary study of fishery systems. 
Within this vision, it is important to recognize the rolc 
within fishery agencies of economic and social science 
research, as well as participatory fisher-oriented 
research. Achieving this inay well require changes 
to the structure of the fishery agency. Priority areas 
for fishery science should include analyscs of (a) the 
management system (at both strategic and operational 
levels), (b) fisher bchaviour, and in particular, 
response to regulations, (c) the human dynamics in 
fishery systcms, and (d) integrated systems modelling 
approaches. Third, the übove irnplics a corresponding 
need for an improved informution buse on the human 
sidc of  the fishcry system (FAO, 1985; Lamson and 
Reade, 1987). 

Ccrtainly, changes to the directions and priorities 
of fishery science will not in themselves result in 
sustainable fisheries. Yet when combined with changes 
to the institutional arrangements by which fisheries are 
managed, and the attitudes of those involved, therc 
is hopc to üchieve a rather higher success rate than 
has been the case historically in the arca of fishery 
sustainability. 
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